Below Knee Prosthetic Leg (Transtibial)

Brand: KAIYANG

Description

Transtibial Prosthesis is an artificial limb that replaces a leg missing below the knee.

COMMODE CHAIR

Brand: KAIYANG

Description

Economy Commode Chair

1. Foldable
2. Come with bucket
Aluminium Lightweight Walker

Brand: KAIYANG

Description

* Aluminium Lightweight
* Foldable with seat
* Height adjustable

Walking Frame Front Castor Wheels

Description

* Height adjustable legs with 2 rubber ferrule tips for comfort and security.
* Two front wheels to make it easier to move when being used.
* Comfortable handles to grip when using the frame.
FOLDABLE DIGITAL PEDAL EXERCISER
Brand: AHC
Description
* For low impact rehabilitation and exercise
* Shows exercise time duration, calories consumed, cycles and revolutions per minute
* Adjustable pedal resistance
* Helps improve overall fitness
* Pedals have toe straps

Respiratory Exerciser (Triball)
Brand: AHC
Description
Measuring ranges 600, 900 and 1200cm³
* With safety valve
* Plastic housing
* For single-person use
* Non-sterile
* Latex-free

AIRFORM UNIVERSAL INFLATABLE STIRRUP ANKLE BRACE
Brand: Ossur
Description
ANKLE AIRFORM
* Universal design fits both left and right ankles, reducing inventory
* Soft Flex-Edges provide a universal fit without sacrificing comfort or stability
* Inflatable air bladders provide adjustable pneumatic compression
* Adjustable heel strap allows for easy width adjustment
LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR (WCR865)

Brand: KAIYANG
Colour: Blue
Seat width: 17" - 18"

Description
Light Weight Frame
* Flip up armrest
* Drop back handle
* Adjustable footrest
* Around 9kg
Suitable for travelling

QUICK RELEASE LIGHT WEIGHT WHEELCHAIR

Brand: KAIYANG
Colour: Purple
Seat width: 16 inch

Description
* Aluminium Light Weight Frame
* Drop Back Handle & United Brake
* Detachable Armrest & Footrest
* Available Seat Width: 16", 18"
* Quick Release Wheel

ALUMINIUM WALKER

Brand: AHC

Description
* Aluminium lightweight foldable frame with handle brake
* Turned and detachable backrest
* With seat board for rest
PORTABLE ELECTRIC WHEELCHAIR (WCR602)

Brand: KAIYANG
Colour: Red

Description

PORTABLE ELECTRIC WHEELCHAIR

* Driving range: 15-20km (depending on user weight and road condition)
* Max speed: 6km/h
* N.W.: 43.6kgs G.W.: 49.6kgs
* Weight without battery: 29kgs
* Overall size: 1060*610*940mm
* Folded size: 780*320*755mm
* Seat Width: 450(L)*430(W)mm
* Loading capacity: 100kg
* Front wheel: 8 inch
* Rear wheel: 12 inch
* Motor: DC 250W *2Pcs (Taiwan made)
* Battery: 12V 20Ah *2Pcs
* Brake: Automatic electric-magnetic brake

LIGHT WEIGHT WHEELCHAIR WCR863

Brand: KAIYANG
Colour: Orange, Blue, Purple, Red
Seat Width: 17" - 18"

Description

* Aluminium lightweight frame
* Weight 9kg
* Removable and detachable footrest
* Drop back handle with united brake

**COMMODE WHEELCHAIR**

Brand: KAIYANG

Description

> Foldable frame
> Flip up armrest
> Detachable footrest

**LEISURE SPORT WHEELCHAIR**

Brand: KAIYANG

COLOUR: BLUE

SEAT WIDTH: 14", 16", 18"
Form Fit Night Splint

Brand: Ossur

Description

The Form Fit Night Splint, designed to help relieve the pain associated with plantar fasciitis by providing a gentle overnight stretch. Straps can be adjusted from 0˚ up to 10˚ degrees as needed. The soft breathable liner and padded straps provide comfort and help keep patient cool. Straps adjust from 0˚-10˚ dorsiflexion.

*Contoured for a comfortable fit
Soft foam interior is washable and breathable
Foam-padded straps maintain comfort across the flexor tendons

*Quick release buckles for easy application

*Slip resistant tread

Indications

*Plantar Fasciitis, Achilles Tendonitis and other lower extremity overuse injuries

Rehabilitation Collars- Miami Jr

Brand: Ossur

Description

Innovative collar designed exclusively for children 12 and under

Four true pediatric sizes ensure optimal airway and the upper cervical spine immobilization

Sized according to the Broselow-Luten Color-Coding System

SorbateX™ II pads make the collar “skin friendly” and protect skin integrity during extended wear
The Össur pediatric system also includes the Necloc® Kids Extrication Collar, Occian™ Jr collar back for increased patient comfort and the Lil'Angel MR-Safe Halo System.

DH Offloading Post-Op Shoe

Brand: Ossur
SIZE: S, M, L

Description
Designed to accommodate either the left or the right foot
Designed around Össur's patented Active Offloading Insole
Designed to accommodate bulky dressings
Super-soft nylon upper with reinforced heel counter provides extra comfort and stability
Patented removable toe piece aides in wound accessibility for daily wound site inspection
Designed for use in the treatment of plantar wounds, this shoe can be an excellent alternative to post-op style shoes with static pads (wool, felt, foam, etc.). It accommodates the ambulatory and compliant patient for short-term treatment (1 to 4 months).

Rebound Air Walker

Brand: Ossur

Description
Linked medial and lateral air bladders with a single inflation point provide balanced compression and are shaped to cradle the Achilles, holding the heel in place
Moisture-wicking softgood helps keep skin dry and comfortable
Straps fasten in front for easy application, adjustment and removal
EVA material provides greater shock absorption in the heel
Fully-integrated air pump and release valve provides easy, tool-free inflation and deflation for fine-tuned, consistent compression
Flex Edge™ overmolding conforms to each patient's unique anatomy to help limit the formation of pressure points
Rocker bottom promotes a natural, stable gait, while a trimmable, semi-soft toe bumper provides added protection
Ventilated panels wick moisture to prevent microbial buildup and improve patient comfort.

**GESTURE CORRECTION CHAIR FOR CHILDREN**

**CHILDREN STAND ASSIST SHELF**

**Brand**

KAIYANG

**Description**

IS USED FOR 10 YEARS OLD OR YOUNGER PARAPLEGIC CHILDREN FOR TREATMENT AND FORWARD STANDING. PREVENTS MUSCLE ATROPHY AND INCREASE STRENGTH

**i-limb ultra**

**Brand**

Ossur

**Description**

With the i-limb ultra, your prosthesis looks and moves like a natural hand. Motorized digits allow the hand to bend at the joints of each digit and individual stall out technology gives the hand a compliant grip so that the hand accurately conforms around the shape of the object being grasped.

Utilizing its pulsing and vari-grip features, the i-limb ultra allows the user to increase the strength of their grip around an object. This can be very useful in situations where a firmer grasp is required, such as tying shoelaces tightly or opening a tightly closed jar of food.

**i-limb™ revolution**

**Brand**

Ossur
**i-limb quantum**

**Brand**: Ossur

**Description**

i-limb™ quantum is the new standard for myo-electric prosthetic hands. Incorporating our patented i-mo™ technology, i-limb™ quantum is the only upper limb prosthesis that can change grips with a simple gesture. Gesture control enables an automated grip to be accessed by moving the i-limb™ quantum in one of four directions - it really is that simple.

---

**Vari-Flex Modular**

**Brand**: Ossur

**Description**

An extremely light-weight and durable, high energy storage and release foot. The 100% carbon fibre provides the amputees with smooth, continuous motion from heel strike to toe off.

All ages and impact levels will benefit from the unmatched 95% energy storage and return. Durable for active individuals and extremely lightweight for those less active, there is no limit to who this foot can benefit. This foot can be custom ordered for virtually any weight limit.

**Amputation Level**: Transfemoral Transtibial

**Impact Level**: Low To High

**Maximum Patient Weight**: 227kg (500lbs)

**Categories**: 22-24; Cat. 1-6

25-27; Cat. 1-9

28-30; Cat. 4-9

**Sizes**: 22-30

**Weight Of Foot**: 885 gr (31.2oz) w. Pyramid and Foot Cover

**Build Height Standard**: 182mm (7 1/8”) to 377mm (15 5/6”) w. Pyramid and Foot Cover

**Heel Height**: 10mm (3/8”) to 19mm (3/4”)*

**Adapter Options**: Male Pyramid Or T Adapter

**Flex Foot Characteristics**:

Full Length Toe Lever

Proportional Response
LP Rotate

Brand: Ossur

Description

The LP Rotate has been specially designed for people with long residual limbs, which have insufficient clearance for the Re-Flex Rotate. This compact energy-storing foot offers rotational shock absorption designed to reduce shear forces on the residual limb. The Rotate shock module is combined with the LP Vari-Flex foot module.

Amputation Level: Transfemoral Transtibial
Impact Level: Low To High
Maximum Patient Weight: 147kg (325lbs)
Categories: 1-8
Sizes: 22-30
Weight Of Foot: 870g (30.7oz) w. Pyramid and Foot Cover
Build Height Standard: 149mm (5 7/8") w. Foot Cover
Heel Height: 10mm (3/8") & 19mm (3/4”)
Adapter Options: Pyramid Options
Flex Foot Characteristics:
Carbon-X-Active-Heel
Full Length Toe Lever
Proportional Response
Rotation
Split Toe
Vertical Shock Pylon
Foot Sizes For Unity: 25-30
Maximum Vacuum: -23inHg (600mmHg)
Normal Operating Pressure: -16-20 inHg
Added System Weight: 130g with Pump, Socket Valve and Tube

K2 Sensation

Brand: Ossur

Description

K2 Sensation has a flexible full length fibreglass keel, designed to promote user confidence and stability.

The multiaxial function is intended to mimic natural movements in addition to providing a smooth progression from heel strike to toe off, delivering all the comfort necessary for low impact activities.

It is lightweight and has a sandal toe pleasing users who prefer an aesthetically looking foot.

Amputation Level: Transfemoral Transtibial
Impact Level: Low
Maximum Patient Weight: 136kg (300lbs)
Categories: 0-5
Sizes: 21-28
Weight Of Foot: 546g (19.2oz) w. Pyramid and Foot Cover
Build Height Standard: 62mm (2 7/16") w. Pyramid and Foot Cover
Heel Height: 10mm (3/8”)
Adapter Options: Male Pyramid
Flex Foot Characteristics:
Full Length Toe Lever
Sandal Toe
Foot Sizes For Unity: 23-28
Maximum Vacuum: -23inHg (600mmHg)
Normal Operating Pressure: -16-20 inHg
Added System Weight: 100g with Pump, Socket Valve and Tube
Foot cover
Brand: Ossur

Description
If you are looking for a life-like foot cover which will fit into most dress shoes as well as larger shoes, you need look no further. Flex-Foot covers are size-specific to ensure perfect fit and durability.

Product Highlights
- Cosmetically appealing
- Fits most dress shoes and regular shoes

Cheetah Xtreme
Brand: Ossur

Description
The blade of champions – inspired by the world’s fastest. Cheetah Xtreme is the optimal short-distance sprinting foot, a holder of multiple world records.

Designed specifically for the fast, short-distance sprints, the carbon blade features a more extreme curve than the other Cheetahs. This dynamic shape allows the foot to flex more offering a powerful energy kick. A longer, flatter toe enhances push off, while the plantar-flexed pylon supports better forward progression.

The Nike Spike Pad has been designed exclusively for the Cheetah. It provides specialized traction that has been optimized for the blade.

A new alignment adapter for the Cheetah is now available for quicker set up and easier alignment of the blade.

Amputation Level: Transfemoral Transtibial
Impact Level: Extreme
Maximum Patient Weight: 147kg (325lbs)
Categories: 1-9
Sizes: One Size Per Category
Weight Of Foot: 918g (32.4oz)
Build Height Standard: Max: 530mm (20 14/16") / Min: 375mm (14 3/4")
Adapter Options: Lamination Connector
Flex Foot Characteristics:
- Active Tibial Progression
- Proportional Response
- Waterproof
**Flex-Run Junior**

Brand: Ossur

**Description**

The Flex-Run Junior is a custom designed solution for children. Its vertical compliance and efficient energy return are must haves for high active children.

Designed to be the most flexible of the running feet, the Flex-Run Junior offers increased cushioning and lower-frequency dynamic makes this foot ideal for Transfemoral and Transtibial users.

The Nike Sole is designed to offer increased stability and smooth natural rollover.

- **Amputation Level:** Transfemoral Transtibial
- **Impact Level:** High To Extreme
- **Maximum Patient Weight:** 84kg (185lbs)
- **Build Height:** 200mm (7 7/8”)
- **Categories:** 1-6
- **Sizes:** One Size
- **Adapter Options:** Male Or Female Bolt On Pyramid
- **Weight:** 336g (11.9oz)

**Flex Foot Characteristics:**
- Active Tibial Progression
- Proportional Response

---

**Cheetah Junior**

Brand: Ossur

**Description**

Custom-built, high-performance carbon fibre foot designed primarily for sporting activities.

This is the optimal run and play foot for both transtibial and transfemoral users. It attaches posterior to the socket, making it agile, strong and a proven performer for those children who want to practice sports.

The Nike Sole is designed to offer increased stability and smooth natural rollover.

- **Amputation Level:** Transfemoral Transtibial
- **Impact Level:** High To Extreme
- **Maximum Patient Weight:** 55kg (121lbs)
- **Categories:** 1-4
- **Sizes:** One Size
- **Weight Of Foot:** 232g (8.2 oz)
- **Build Height Standard:** Min:182 mm (7 3/16) Max: 307 mm (12 1/16)
- **Adapter Options:** Lamination Connector

**Flex Foot Characteristics:**
- Active Tibial Progression
- Proportional Response
- Waterproof
**Flex-Foot Junior**

**Brand**: Ossur

**Description**

Flex-Foot Junior provides that important energy return that children require. The Carbon X® Active Heel stores energy and absorbs shock loads while the full-length toe lever contributes to stability and even stride length.

The low profile, energy storing foot module features a sandal toe shape and an integrated male pyramid. The shape of the pyramid adapter contributes to progressive stiffening of the foot, and the carbon fibre layering technique is specifically designed to offer the support and flexibility needed for the varied movements of children.

- **Amputation Level**: Transfemoral Transtibial
- **Impact Level**: Low To High
- **Maximum Patient Weight**: 45kg (100lbs)
- **Categories**: 1-3
- **Sizes**: 16-21
- **Weight Of Foot**: 288g (10.2oz) (Size 19)
- **Build Height Standard**: 46mm (1 13/16") (Size 19)
- **Heel Height**: 10mm (3/8")
- **Adapter Options**: Integrated Male Pyramid

**Flex Foot Characteristics**:
- Full Length Toe Lever
- Proportional Response
- Sandal Toe

---

**Pro-Flex**

**Brand**: Ossur

**Description**

Pro-Flex is a prosthetic foot that uses complementing levers connected through pivots to create mechanically-powered push off. Combining 27° of ankle motion and significantly greater ankle power than conventional carbon fibre feet, it closely mimics regular biomechanics, delivering a proven 11% reduction in load on the contralateral limb.

- **Amputation Level**: Transfemoral Transtibial
- **Impact Level**: Low To Moderate
- **Maximum Patient Weight**: 125kg (275lbs)
- **Build Height**: 155 mm (6 1/8")
- **Categories**: 1-7
- **Sizes**: 22-30
- **Weight Of Foot**: 920g (2.02 lbs) w/ Foot Cover
- **Heel Height**: 10mm (3/8")
- **Maximum Vacuum**: -23inHg (-600mmHg)
- **Normal Operating Pressure**: -16-20 inHg
- **Added System Weight**: 75g (0.17 lbs) w/ Pump, Socket Valve and Tube
**Pro-Flex XC**

**Brand**: Ossur

**Description**

Pro-Flex XC has been developed to comfortably accommodate the relatively active user, who enjoys hiking and jogging, as well as levelground walking. Comes with an aesthetically pleasing, anatomical footcover and integrated male pyramid.

Unity for Pro-Flex XC is available either pre-fit with a new foot or as a retrofit option. Used in combination with Iceross® Seal-In® liners, Unity provides advanced vacuum suspension for the socket during ambulation, without the constraints of an external sleeve. It adds minimal weight to the existing prosthesis and its simple mechanical design means there are no batteries to worry about. Reliable, effective and easy to use, it is designed to improve balance and prevent skin problems.

**Amputation Level**: Transfemora Transtibial  
**Impact Level**: Low To High  
**Maximum Patient Weight**: 166kg (365lbs)  
**Categories**: 1-9  
**Sizes**: 22-30  
**Weight Of Foot**: 670g (1.47 lbs) w/ Foot Cover and Sock  
**Build Height Standard**: 155mm (6 1/8”) w/ Male Pyramid and Foot Cover  
**Heel Height**: 10mm (3/8”)  
**Adapter Options**: Male Pyramid  

**Flex Foot Characteristics:**  
- Active Tibial Progression  
- Carbon-X-Active-Heel  
- Full Length Toe Lever  
- Proportional Response  
- Sandal Toe  
- Split Toe  
**Maximum Vacuum**: -23inHg (-600mmHg)  
**Normal Operating Pressure**: -16-20 inHg  
**Added System Weight**: 91g (0.20 lbs) w/ Pump, Socket Valve and Tube

---

**Proprio Foot**

**Brand**: Ossur

**Description**

PROPRIO FOOT is an adaptive prosthetic device for low to moderately active below-knee amputees that mimics natural foot motion. Motor-powered ankle motion increases ground clearance and reduces the risk of tripping and falling. This allows users to traverse different kinds of terrain in a natural and secure way.

**Amputation Level**: Transtibial  
**Impact Level**: Low To Moderate  
**Maximum Patient Weight**:  
- 22-24: 100kg (220lbs)  
- 25-30: 125kg (275lbs)  
**Categories**:  
- 22-24: Cat. 1-5  
- 25-30: Cat. 1-8  
**Sizes**: 22-30  
**Weight Of Foot**: 1424g (50oz)  
**Heel Height Adjustability**: ≤ 50mm (2”)  
**Build Height Standard**: 176mm (7”) - 186mm (7.3”)  
**Flex Foot Characteristics:**  
- Full Length Toe Lever  
- Heel Height Adjustability  
- Proportional Response  
- Split Toe  
**Foot Sizes For Unity**: 25-30  
**Maximum Vacuum**: -23inHg (600mmHg)  
**Normal Operating Pressure**: -16-20 inHg
Flex-Foot Assure

Brand: Ossur

Description

The Flex-Foot Assure is ideal as a first prosthesis or a more permanent option for the less active, particularly those experiencing poor vascular health and/or diabetes.

Designed specifically for slower speed walkers, Flex-Foot Assure incorporates an active heel combined with the full-length keel that work together to protect the vulnerable sound limb. The proven design and simple fit of Assure allows basic ambulators to take advantage of premium technology just right for them.

Amputation Level: Transfemora Transtibial
Impact Level: Low
Maximum Patient Weight: 136kg (300lbs)
Categories: 1-5
Sizes: 19-30
Weight Of Foot: 575g (20.03oz) w. Pyramid and Foot Cover
Build Height Standard: 125mm (4.9”) w. Pyramid and Foot Cover
Heel Height: 10mm (3/8”)
Adapter Options: Male Pyramid Or Carbon Tube
Flex Foot Characteristics:
Active Tibial Progression
Carbon-X-Active-Heel
Full Length Toe Lever
Proportional Response
Waterproof

Balance Foot J

Brand: Ossur

Description

Balance Foot J is designed to meet the needs of slower speed walkers. It is lightweight with a heel that provides stability and cushioning at heel strike. Together with the full-length keel the Balance J provides excellent stability and support.

Amputation Level: Transfemoral Transtibial
Impact Level: Low
Maximum Patient Weight: 136kg (300lbs)
Categories: 1-5
Sizes: 22-30
Weight Of Foot: 576g (20.3oz)
Build Height Standard: 120mm (4 3/4”)
Adapter Options: Male Pyramid
Flex Foot Characteristics: Active Tibial Progression
Full Length Toe Lever
Proportional Response
**BBubble Mattress (Small Cells)**

Brand: AHC

**Description**
- Comes with mattress + machine
- Quick inflation/deflation boston valve
- Comfortable flocked sleeping surface
- Simple to operate
- Portable and lightweight

---

**Ripple Mattress (Big Cells)**

Brand: AHC

**Description**
- Mattress + Machine
- Quick inflation/deflation boston valve
- Comfortable flocked sleeping surface
- Simple to operate
- Portable and lightweight

---

**Walking Frame with Seat**

Brand: AHC

**Description**
- Aluminium lightweight frame
- Foldable
- With seat

---

**Forearm Walker**
Brand: KAIYANG

Description

- Extra support from the elbow
- Height adjustable
- Fitted with 2 x 2" front castor

Brand: AHC

ALUMINIUM COMMODE SHOWER CHAIR (MEQ/672)

Description

- Aluminium lightweight frame
- Come with castor and bucket
- Foldable

Brand: KAIYANG

RECLINING COMMODE WHEELCHAIR

SEAT WIDTH: 18"

Description

- Chromed steel frame
- 8" PVC Castor, 24" Solid wheel
- Detachable armrest
- Elevating footrest
- Reclining high back with united brake
HEAVY DUTY COMMODOE WHEELCHAIR

Brand: KAIYANG

Description:
- Chromed steel frame heavy duty commode wheelchair
- 200 x 50 PU front castor
- 24 x 1.75 PU Rear wheel
- Fixed armrest and footrest
- Max weight bearing: 150kgs

LEISURE SPORT WHEELCHAIR

Brand: KAIYANG

Description:
- Leisure type
LEISURE SPORT WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG
Description
- Leisure type

COMMODE WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG
Description
- Chromed steel frame
- 8" PVC Castor, 24" Solid Wheel
- Fixed armrest and footrest
PORTABLE TRAVELLING WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG
Description
-Aluminium frame
-5" Castor, 8" PVC rear wheel
-Foldable back with brake

RECLINING WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG
Description
-Chromed steel frame
-8" PVC Castor
-24" Solid wheel
-Detachable armrest
-Elevating footrest reclining high back

DELUXE STEEL MANUAL WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG
Description
-Powder coated steel frame
-200 x 38 PU castor
-24" Mag PU rear wheel
-Flip up armrest
-Detachable footrest

LIGHTWEIGHT DAF WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG
Description
- Powder coated aluminium lightweight frame
- Drop back handle
- Size 14", 16" and 18"
- Detachable armrest and footrest

**DELUXE STEEL MANUAL WHEELCHAIR (WCR/902C)**

**Brand**

**Description**

- Chromed steel frame
- Size 18", solid wheel
- Detachable armrest
- Elevating footrest

**DAF WHEELCHAIR**

**Brand**

**Description**

- Chromed steel frame
- Size 16" and 18"
- Detachable armrest and footrest
LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG

Description
- Powder coated aluminium lightweight frame with drop back handle
- Size 14" and 16"
- Fixed armrest and footrest

LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR

Description
- Aluminium lightweight frame
- 18" PU rear wheel
- Fixed armrest and folding footrest
- Drop back handle with united brake

STANDARD WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG

Description
- Chromed steel frame
- Solid Wheel 18"
- Fixed armrest and footrest

DAF COMMODE WHEELCHAIR
Brand: KAIYANG
**CEREBRAL PALSY WHEELCHAIR**
Brand: KAIYANG

Description
- Aluminium lightweight frame with comfortable seat
- Adjustable seat and backrest
- Elevating Footrest

**HOSPITAL BED 3 FUNCTION**
Brand: AHC

Description
* Manual Bed
* PE head board and foot board
* Aluminium railguard
* 4 Castors with brakes
* Size: 2100(L) x 950(W) x 500(H)mm
* Net weight : 75kg
**QUAD CANE**

Brand: AHC QUADCANE

**Description**

Height Adjustable Aluminum With Large Base & Comfortable Offset Handle, Bronze

---

**WALKING STICK**

**Description**

Height Adjustable Lightweight Folding Cane With T-Handle, Bronze
ELBOW CRUTCHES
ELBOW CRUTCHES  , CHINA/TAIWAN/MEXICO

Description

Elbow Crutches - Height Adjustable Lightweight Walking Forearm Crutch With Comfortable Handgrip, Gray

WALKER TRAINER

WALKER TRAINER  , LARGE
WALKER TRAINER  , MEDIUM
WALKER TRAINER  , SMALL

Description

Recommended for children with cerebral palsy and other neurological, orthopedic and developmental disorders. The rubber wheels adhere to any surface; the rear wheels are unidirectional, with an aluminum ratchet and pin mechanism, but can be overridden if necessary to allow reverse mobility as well as forward. The attractive, brightly colored aluminum frames can be adjusted for height.

WALKING FRAME

colour  , BLUE

Description

Button Folding Walker With & Height Adjustable
CRUCTHES

CRUCTHES

Description

Crutches - Height Adjustable Lightweight Walking Underarm Crutch With Comfortable Underarm Pad & Handgrip, Available in 3 Size

COMMODE CHAIR

Brand: KAIYANG

COMMODE CHAIR

Description

• It is a convenient foldable and portable design.
• It is compact and lightweight equipment.
• The seat of the stool is fabricated of powder coated frame, and has a plastic container attached to it.
• It is convenient to carry around.

COMMODE CHAIR

COMMODE CHAIR

Description

• Foldable chromed steel frame
• Versatile-serves as toilet safety frame, raised toilet seat, commode for use outside bathroom
• Removable seat and lid, splash shield, removable backrest
• Non skid rubber tips
COMMODE CHAIR

COMMODE CHAIR_________________________ WITH CASTOR

Description
- Foldable Chromed Steel Frame
- Fixed Armrest
- Solid Rear Castor Wheel with Lock
- Plastic Commode Seat

HOSPITAL BED 2 FUNCTION

Brand__________________________

HOSPITAL BED 2 FUNCTION

Description
Manually operated, full fowler positioning. Excellent bed for nursing homes and individuals. Comes complete with cot sides as standard.
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